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An algorithm is presented that minimizes a continuously differentiable 
function in several variables subject to linear inequality constraints. At each 
step of the algorithm an arc is generated along which a move is performed 
until either a point yielding a sufficient descent in the function value is de- 
termined or a constraint boundary is encountered. The decision to delite a 
constraint from the list of active constraints is based upon periodic estimates 
of the Kuhn-Tucker multipliers. The curvilinear search paths are obtained 
by solving a linear approximation to the differential equation of the continuous 
steepest descent curve for the objective function on the equality constrained 
region defined by the constraints which are required to remain binding. If the 
Hessian matrix of the objective function has certain properties and if the 
constraint gradients are linearly independent, the sequence generated by the 
algorithm converges to a point satisfying the Kulu-Tucker optimality condi- 
tions at a rate that is at least quadratic. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
An arc method based on the idea of the reduced gradient [l] was recently 
presented [2] for the solution of the nonlinearly constrained optimization pro- 
blem 
minf(x), f: 5x"+ R', (1.1) 
x E F = {x E R" 1 h(x) = 0, h: lFP - R'}. (1.2) 
As an extension of the simplex method for linear programming to the nonlinear 
case [8], this method introduces a partition of the n decision variables into r 
basic and n - Y independent variables and iteratively constructs a monotonically 
improving sequence (x”} of approximate minimizers by decomposing each 
iteration in two phases. Starting from a feasible point xii, k = 0, 1, 2,..., a move 
is performed along a curvilinear path obtained by solving a linear approximation 
to an initial-value system of differential equations and then the r basic variables 
are adjusted in order to satisfy the constraint equations. The actual solution 
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curve to the initial-value system of differential equations, used to generate the 
curvilinear search path at x~, is a steepest descent curve for the objective function 
on the feasible region emanating from 9 and tending asymptotically to a local 
minimizer x to (I .l)-(1.2) for any kind of objective function and equality 
constraints. 
In this paper the differential equation approach to function minimization is 
extended to the linearly constrained nonlinear programming problem 
minf(r), f: IQ"+ W', (1.3) 
x: E 9 = [x E [w” 1 Ax > h, A E Y( R’“, IFP”), b E w>. (1.4) 
where A is an m x n constant matrix and b an m-dimensional constant vector. 
A partial listing of methods for solving this problem is: the generalized reduced 
gradient method [I], the gradient projection method [ 131, the sequential uncon- 
strained minimization techniques [IO], and the class of algorithms called methods 
of feasible directions [16]. 
The algorithm presented here is of the active set type. Starting from a feasible 
point a move is performed along a curvilinear path in an equality constrained 
region until a point yielding a sufficient descent in the function value is dcter- 
mined. If in the course of moving along the arc a constraint boundary is 
encountered before sufficient descent is achieved, this constraint is incorporated 
into the basis and the process is repeated in the subspace of reduced dimension. 
The decision to delete a constraint from the list of those constraints equal to 
zero in value and which are required to remain binding is based upon periodic 
estimates of the Kuhn-Tucker multipliers which are required to be nonnegative. 
X:0 constraint is dropped from the basis until a sufficient descent is achieved. 
2. KOTATION 
If f: P --, W is q times continuously differentiable WC write f,~ G’r. Given a 
continuously differentiable function f: EP--+ R1 its gradient at x is the n x 1 
column vector Vf (x) with components the first partial derivatives off at s, 
Ff(x) .:. [..., !z&) ) . ..I'. i = I,..., n, Gf: up + R" (2.1) 
(the superscript T denotes transposition). The n x n matrix of the second 
partial derivatives off at X, the Hessian, is denoted by F(x), 
F(x) = [p] , i, j = I,...) n, F E LY(W”, W). (2.2) 
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For the mapping h: W -+ W’ with components hi , i :- I,..., WZ, C/z(x), 
Vh E 8(W, IIP), re p resents the m x n Jacobian matrix at x with element (i,j) 
given by i’h,(~)/&~ , i =-- I ,..., m, j = I ,..., n. The second derivative of k at X, 
denoted by Ii(x), can best bc regarded as the m-tuplc 
II(x) --= [f&) )...) k&(x) )...) H,,,(x)], (2.3) 
where Hi is the Hessian of ki , i - = 1,. . . , m. 
6 
A 
44 0 
T(k 0 
S(k, 1) 
An m x 1 constant vector with components b, , i = I ,..., ~1 
An m >: n constant matrix with rows aiT, ui E W, i L. 
l,..., ??l 
The number of constraints which are exactly satisfied at 
the beginning of the lth arc of the kth iteration 
A permuted ordered set of the indices I,..., m such that the 
rows of r-l whose indices are in the first r(k, 1) numbers in 
T(k, 1) correspond to the constraints which are exactly 
satisfied at the beginning of the Zth arc of the kth iteration 
A permuted ordered set of the indices I ,..., n such that the 
variables whose indices are in the first r(k, /) numbers in 
S(k, 1) arc the basic variables at the beginning of the Ith 
arc of the kth iteration 
QLi The (i, j) clement of a matrix Q 
P(W, UP) The space of the m x n real matrices 
wj The jth element of a set I&’ 
xl;.l 
XkJ 
3 
k,l 
xB 
k,l 
XR 
A rearrangement of the components of the n x 1 vector of 
the decision variables at the beginning of the Zth arc of the 
kth iteration in the order prescribed by the permutation 
set S(k, 1) 
The jth component of xl’*‘, j == I ,..., n 
The r(k, I) x 1 vector of the basic variables at G-t with 
components .I$:~ = .x:“, j = I ,..., r(k, 1) 
The [n - r(k, Z)] x 1 vector of the independent variables 
at .+a with components xk:i =.= x:;:,,,~~ , j = I ,..., 1~ - 
y(k 1) 
The curvilinear path generated at 2Cs1 
The n x I vector of the first partial derivatives of f(x) 
evaluated at x%-z in the order prescribed by the permutatian 
set S(k, I), V,f (x”,‘) =. ~~(x~*‘)/ZX~~~~,~) , j -= l,..,, 7t 
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GBf(XkJ) 
VR,f (Lx”‘, ‘) 
Q(x”‘J) 
[B(x”. ‘) / R(x”* ‘)I 
24(x”.‘) 
4? PI 
G4x7 P) 
w, P) 
f"'. 1 
The r(k, I) x 1 vector of the first partial derivatives off(x) 
at xk*r with respect to the basic variables, VB,jf(X”‘) = 
Cf(&l), j = I,..., r(k, I) 
The [n -. r(k, 1)] x 1 vector of the first partial derivatives 
of f(x) at ~8%~ with respect to the independent variabfes, 
GR.j,f(Xk‘.7) y Vr(k.l.) ( jf(x7”r), j .- I,..., n - r(k, I) 
Anm x (w! 1) matrix which is obtained by rearranging 
the rows and the columns of the augmented matrix 
[A / --h] in the order precribed by the permutation sets 
T(k, I) and S(k, I), respectively 
An r(k, I) x n matrix obtained by rearranging the rows of 
A which correspond to the active constraints at xli~l in the 
o&r prescribed by the permutation set T(lz, 1) and whose 
columns are ordered by the set S(k, I) 
An estimate of the Kuhn-Tucker multiplier associated with 
the active constraints at .x+*~, u(x”*‘) E RY(~*~) 
The Lagrangian function 1(x, U) =:f(.~) -- [AX - blr p, 
pElP 
The gradient of the Lagrangian with respect to x 
VZ(x, p) = Gf(x) - ATp 
The Hessian of the Lagrangian with respect to x 
L(x, p) = F(x) 
The step along the Zth arc of the kth iteration. 
3. TIIE ORIGIN OF THE METHOD 
Let us consider the equality constrained minimization problem 
minf(x), f: R” --+ R’, fE@, (3.1) 
xE~-{xE[WnIAx=b,AE~(IWn,IW7),bEIW’), (3.2) 
where h is an r-dimensional constant vector and A an r x n constant matrix with 
rows aiT, a, E W, i = I,..., Y. Also let 
XL3 x= --- [ 1 *R (3.3) 
be a partition of the n decision variables x1 ,..., x, , x,+r ,..., x, into r basic and 
II - I independent variables denoted by the vectors xB E [wr and xR E W-r, 
respectively, xB - [xi ,..., xr]r, xR == [~r+i ,..., ~,]r. Provided that the constraint 
gradients arc linearly independent, the matrix .4 of the constraint gradients has 
rank r and, therefore, it can bc di\:idcd into two parts n and R 
,-I =. [B / H], H F 9( lx’, !w), H f2 qR” r, WV), (3.4) 
whcrc R is an Y  x Y invertible matrix and R an Y :< (N -. r) matrix. LVithout 
loss of generality we can assume that B consists of the first r columns of A. 
Let now .+, k - 0, 1, 2 ,..., be a feasible point and s(t), s: [WI + -* W’“, 
X(O) = x7<, a continuously differentiable space curve emanating from sfC along 
which the r equality constraints (3.2) are exactly satisfied. Then 
and 
Denoting by rB(t) and xR(t) the corresponding trajectories for the I basic and 
fz -- Y independent variables. respectively, we obtain 
(3.7) 
B[.v,(t) - ,s,$] --: --.- R[x&) - .xR”] (3.X) 
and since B is invertible, 
ss(t) :.. .sB7d - Ii-‘R[x&) -- .+I, f c- [O, !-cc;). (3.9) 
Therefore, if .@ is a feasible point, the space curve 
x(f) : [-$-I , x(0) = X’L, t E [O, +co), (3.10) 
where xB(t) is given by (3.9), lies entirely on the fcasiblc region .‘F, for any 
continuously differentiable mapping xR(t), xR: EC+. -+ IF!“- T. 
It is not now unreasonable to choose the trajectory xR(t) for the independent 
variables so as to obtain a maximal decrease in the function value when moving 
along the resulting curvilinear path x(t). The rate of change of f(x) along the 
space curve x(t) is given by df(x)jdt. Hence, the maximal decrease of ,f(x) 
results when df(x)/dt assumes its minimal value. But 
df 64 -dr =:: Vf(x) f(t) = [VJf(x) ; V,‘f(x)] [-;2;+‘,-] 
= cB=f(x) n,(t) + O,‘f (x) 2R(t), 
(3.11) 
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where 
G&)=:[ . ..) q ,... 1: j-l )...) Y, (3.12) 
and 
GKf(g = [ . . . . ?$I ) . ..I'. j :-. r : I ,...) II. (3.13) 
Now, because of (3.9), we have 
&(f) = -B-lRkR(t), XB(O) = xgk, XR(O) r= xx): 
and therefore 
dJ’(x) ----.-- = [- [B-‘K]T 6&x) -t- C,f(x)]T viTH(f) 
dt 
== CTf(x) R&(t), 
where P is the (n - r) x n matrix 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
p7‘ ::= [- [&‘)qT iI,-,], P” E 9( BP, FP-y, (3.16) 
representing the mapping of (w” onto .F and InPr is the (TI - r)th-order identity 
matrix. 
Clearly, df(.x);dt assumes its minimal value when 
&(t) = -PTf(x), Q(O) z== XR’C. (3.17) 
Combining (3.14), (3.16) and (3.17) we find& obtain 
i(t) = -PPTfj(x), x(0) - x/‘. (3.18) 
Note that PP7’ is an n x n constant symmetric matrix. 
At this point we recall [I I] thatf(x), x E .F = {X E UP 1 h(x) = 0, h: Iw” + W, 
f, h E CL} has a strong local minimum at X, provided that the constraint gradients 
are linearly independent, i f f  there exists a vector UE R’ such that 
VZ(%, e) = 0 
and 
ycqx, 11) y  ::> 0 
for all y  E W, y  # 0, such that 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
Oh(x) y  = 0, (3.21) 
01(X, u) := Vj(iT) - Fvz(x) 24, (3.22) 
I& ii) -F(x) - H(B) id, (3.23) 
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and l(.w, U) -- f(x) - V’(x) u is the Lagrangian function. ‘I’hcse are the well- 
known second-order Kuhn-Tucker conditions for optimalit?. For the problem 
under consideration in this section we haw 
and therefore 
/z(x) =:. &/jx - /J =. () (3.24) 
Gh(x) :- A, H(x) : 0, vs F R” . (3.25) 
Hence, x is a strong local minimizer to (3.1) (3.2) i f f  there exists a multiplier 
UE Rr such that 
Tf@) -- /p-c : 0 (3.26) 
an d 
yT(.t)JI 3;. 0 (3.27) 
for all y  E R”, y  =j 0, such that 
;11! .-.1 0. (3.28) 
Let now 4 be the function obtained from f  by an elimination of the Y basic 
variables xB , 4: R v  r + UP, ‘&j the gradient of 4, 
T@) == P“yf(X) (3.29) 
called the redu,ccd gradient, and CD its Hessian matrix [2], 
@(x) = P%(x, u) P (3.30) 
representing the restriction of the Hessian of the Lagrangian to 9. Suppose that 
Then the following theorem may be stated. 
THEOREM 3. I. Assume that (3. I)-(3.2) has a strong global minimum at .v. If 
x(t) is the solution curce to the system (3.18), then f  (x(t)) is a decreasing function of 
t 2 0 and x is an asymptotically stable equilibrium point v f  (3.18). Conversely, if 
f~ GL, if the constraint gradients are linearly independent, and if (3.3 1) holds for all 
x EL, :I- {x E Iw’” 1 f(x) <f (xk), Ax :- b), then any equilibrium point of (3.18) 
is a strong local minimizer of (3.1)-(3.2). 
Proof. Let us consider the real function Vz UP --+ [WI defined by the equation 
V(x) :-f(x) - ,f(F) (3.32) 
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on the level set L, . Clearly, V(x) > 0, V(Y) = 0, and 
V(x) = VV(x) 2(t) = -VTf(x) PPy(x) 
- : PTf(,): 2 ::; 0 
with the equality sign holding if and only if 
(3.33) 
Tl+(x) -. P“rj(X) =. 0. (3.34) 
We conclude that V(x) is a Liapunov function [ 151, defined on the level set L, 
and, therefore, every point satisfying (3.34) is an asymptotically stable cquili- 
brium point of (3.18). Kow, (3.26) is equivalent to the system 
and 
T&X) - B7‘ii = 0 (3.35) 
T&X)- RTii' = 0. (3.36) 
Since B is invertible, we can solve (3.35) with respect to u to obtain 
11 ---1 [ 13.-‘IT r&q. (3.37) 
Substituting (3.37) into (3.36) we find 
(3.38) 
Therefore, x is an asymptotically stable equilibrium point of system (3.18). 
Now let x be an equilibrium point of (3.18), that is, a point satisfying (3.38). 
Then f is asymptotically stable on the level set L, . Following the same argument 
as before, it is not difficult to prove that x satisfies (3.26) with ii given by (3.37). 
On the other hand, from (3.30) and (3.31) we obtain, because of (3.25), 
Let 
Then 
zTPT@)Pz > 0, VZE RF' , z :f 0. (3.39) 
y -Pz, 4'EuP, ?'fO. (3.40) 
Hence 
Jy = [jj / R] [ -..:Ir;:-“-] z = 0. (3.41) 
yT(x)y = yqt, u)y > 0 
for ally E W, y -# 0, such that 
/Jy _..L 0 
and, therefore, 3 is a strong local minimizer to (3. I)-(3.2). 
(3.42) 
(3.43) 
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Finally, we have 
(3.44) 
Since df(s(t))/dt < O? it follows that ,f(x(t)) is a decreasing function of t : 0 
and the theorem is prorcd. i 
The abovc theorem proves that if WC start at a feasible point .x+ and move along 
the solution curve to the system (3.18) for t ‘:.Y 0, WC approach asymptotically 
the minimum of (3.1)--(3.2) for any kind of objective function, i.e., 
lim x(l) --= S. f % 7 (3.45) 
In general it is not cay to solve the derived system of differential equations, 
owing to the nonlinearity of yf(x). A n a~ roximate solution curve may, how- 1 p _ 
ever, be obtained b!; expanding yf( x in a Taylor series. To a first-order appro- ) 
ximation we hare 
where 
.“. [Vj(.x)] --.. rB[yf(x)] . [$;-I :- T/pf(S)]. 
d.r, 
From (3.14) we obtain 
dXB 
-B--112. 
dx,Q 
Hence 
& Ff WI -- T,JCj(x)] B- ‘R :- TR[Vf(x)] 
-- I*‘(x) P 
and 
(3.47) 
(3.48) 
(3.49) 
T-f(x) .? r.f(x”) F(.tq P(XR A~/)). (3.50) 
introducing now (3.50) into (3.18), using (3.29) and recognizing that 
CD(x) -. Pqx) P (3.51) 
we obtain the following linear system of differential equations 
f(t) -..: --P[L$(xq @(x”) (NR - ,Q)], x(0) = .x1’. (3.52) 
Therefore, an approximation xR(t) to the optimal trajectory for the independent 
variables may be obtained solving the linear system 
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The properties of (3.53) h ave been extensively discussed in [4], from which 
we recall the following: 
(9 xR(t) = xRk + [e *@d) - I,L,.-,] C1(xk) V+(.+), (3.54) 
where 
(3.55) 
is the matrix exponential function. 
n-r --tAik& 
(ii) zcs(t) = xRt + c” - ’ 2$(X”) q’(x”) i.;l Ai I 
Vgx”), (3.56) 
where X,(X~) are the eigenvalues and W&X+) the associated normalized eigenvectors, 
i = l,..., 12 - r, of 0(x”). Note that since CD(&) is an (n - r) X (n - Y) sym- 
metric matrix, the n - r eigenvectors wi(x”) constitute a complete set of ortho- 
normal vectors in lR”-r and the eigenvalues h,(G) are real, i == l,..., n - r. 
(iii) 
and 
vt E [O, -t-so), 
lim 
[ 
e-lA*(rk) _ 1 
Ai(xq+o x,(xk) 1 7=.- --t < 0, vt E [O, + co). 
(3.57) 
(3.58) 
Therefore, Eq. (3.54) always defines a descent curve in xR-space, even when 
@(x”) is singular (X,(x”) = 0, for some i, 1 < i < n - Y) or nonpositive definite. 
Note that in this case a Yewton or variable metric-like method will break down, 
as @-I(.+) may not exist or ---cD-~(x”) V$(~~)‘rnay not be a descent direction. 
From (3.52) and (3.54) we can now.determine the trajectory xB(t) for the basic 
variables. We have 
.e&) = B-lR[Vg5(x’) + @(x”) [e-tQ’5k:’ - g P(xk) Vq5(x’i)] 
(3.59) 
z &l~e-t@bz~')p#.k), XB(O) = X*k. 
Therefore, 
X&) = -B-lRe-~@‘~ku-yx~) Vc$(x”) + y, (3.60) 
where the constant y is determined from the initial condition ~~(0) = xBk. It 
follows that 
xg(0) = XBk = -B-mr--l($) V&k) + y, (3.61) 
409171 I= 13 
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from which 
and 
y = X,k + B-myxk) Vcj(Xk) (3.62) 
Letting 
xc(t) = xsk - B-lR[e-tQ(rk) - In+] @-l(xk) V$(xk). (3.63) 
c: Iw- x Iwl+ + Iw”-‘, 
(3.64) 
c(xk, t) = xR(t) - xRk = [e-fo(5k) - In+] C1(xk) VI$(~“) 
we obtain from (3.54) and (3.63) 
x(t) = xk + PC(Xk, t), x(0) = Xk. (3.65) 
Equation (3.65) provides an approximation to the optimal trajectory for the 
decision variables x and has the following properties: 
(i) For t = 0 we obtain 
C(Xk, 0) = 0 (3.66) 
and, therefore, x(0) = xk. 
(ii) We have 
and 
Hence 
dc(xk, t) 
~ = -e-tO(zk)V$(Xk) 
dt (3.67) 
dc(xk, 0) 
~ = -v+(x”) = -pTVf(x”). dt 
$0) - dxc”’ = p%$!l 
= - PPTVf (x”). 
Since 
(3.68) 
(3.69) 
(3.70) 
introducing (3.69) into (3.70), we obtain 
dfMW ~ = -VTf(xk) PPTVf (x”) 
dt 
= - II P’Vf(x”)Jl” = - 1) V$qxk)ll” < 0, W(xk) # 0. 
Therefore [3], there exists 6 > 0 and sufficiently small such that 
(3.71) 
f(W <f(x”)s Vt E (0,6). (3.72) 
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(iii) The curvilinear path (3.65) is tangent to the feasible region at xk 
since 
A&(O) = -[B j I?] [-y-q PTf(xk) = 0. 
n-r 
(3.73) 
Moreover, along (3.65) the constraints are exactly satisfied. Indeed, 
Ax(t) - b = (Axk - b) + APc(x”, t) = 0, 
since xk is a feasible point, Axk = b, and 
(3.74) 
AP = [B / R] [-:I:;:-“-] = 0. (3.75) 
Therefore, x(t) E 9, Vt E [0, + co). 
(iv) As may be proved [5], the dominant term in the expansion (3.56) 
is the one corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue h,&xk) of 0(x”), provided 
that IT,,, V$(xk) # 0, w h ere wm&k) is the associated normalized eigen- 
vector. At this point we recall that it has been suggested in the past to use as 
search direction for the independent variables the eigenvector corresponding 
to the smallest eigenvalue of 0. This is particularly advisable in the early 
stages of minimization when trying to solve a nonconvex programmign problem. 
Indeed, using the eigenvector associated with the smallest eigenvalue of Cp will 
cause a fast decrease in the function value and, in the presence of inequality 
constraints, will force the iterates into a region where @ is positive definite or 
into the boundaries of constraints previously well satisfied. In our method, 
however, we do not have to change from one iteration formula to another as 
(3.56) will adapt automatically to suit. 
(v) If the objective function is quadratic, i.e., of the form 
f(x) = $x=Fx + b=x + c, F > 0 (3.76) 
then (3.65) is the actual solution curve to the system (3.18) and therefore the 
minimum is reached asymptotically in one step. 
(vi) For small t we have 
e-t@(zk) N In+ - t@(x”). (3.77) 
Therefore 
XR(t) N XRk - tVlj(xk) (3.78) 
and the method behaves as the generalized reduced gradient method. For large 
t (t + + co), and provided that @(xk) is positive definite, we obtain 
lim XR(t) = xRk t-+CO - @-l(Xk) Vr$(xk); (3.79) 
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ie., the method tends exponentially to the constrained equivalent of Newton’s 
method for unconstrained minimization. 
(vii) The expansion (3.56) implies that no matrix inversion is required. 
Starting at a feasible point x’(, k ::- 0, 1, 2 ,..., the algorithm presented in this 
paper for the solution of the problem (1.3)-( 1.4) moves along the curvilinear 
path (3.65) in the equality constrained region defined by the constraints which 
are cxactlv satisfied at ~8. Two points have not yet heen considered: 
(i) How should the decision bc made on when to drop a constraint from 
the basis moving interior to its boundary? 
(ii) IVh t .h 1 1 d a s ou d x one if a nonactive constraint is encountered in the 
course of moving along the curvilinear path ? 
These two points are examined in the following section where the outline of 
.the method is given. 
4. OUTLINE 0~ THE METHOD 
Let us consider the problem of minimizing a nonlinear functionf: FP --f W 
subject to linear inequality constraints, i.e., 
minf(x), f: IR” + w, (4.1) 
.y E B - {x E Iw” ( Ax > b, A E 8(R”, LIP), b E lw’}, (4.2) 
where A is an nz x n constant matrix with rows air, ai E BP, i ~1 I,..., m, and 
b an m-dimensional constant vector with components bi , i = I,..., m. Let also 
r(k, 1) indicate the number of active constraints at some feasible point z&r and 
T(k, 1) and S(k, I) be two permutation sets of the integers I,..., m and I,..., n, 
respectively, k =:= 0, 1, 2 ,.... The rows of A whose indices are in the first r(k, I) 
numbers in T(K, 1) correspond to the constraints which are exactly satisfied at 
z&l. The variables whose indices are in the first r(k, 1) numbers in S(k, 1) are 
the basic variables at ~~9’. 
Rearranging the components of the n x 1 vector .+r and the elements of the 
m x (n -I- 1) augmented matrix Q :--,[A / -!I] in the order prescribed by the 
permutation sets S(k, 1) and T(k, 1) we obtain 
and 
$1 = ~~:;L, 9 j = I,..., n (4.3) 
Qi.AX”*‘) = AT~(~.,).s~(~.I) 3 
Qi.n+,(.+‘) y -b&J) , i = I,..., m, i = I ,..., n. 
(4.4) 
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Then we set 
kk.1 k-1 
xg,j = xj ) j z 1 ,**-, r(k, 11, (4.5) 
k-1 k.1 
xR,i = 2Er(k,l) 1.j 9 j ::: 1 )..., n - Y(k, I), (4.6) 
Rjqj(X”J) =: Qi.j(x”*‘), i-1 )...) Y(K, 1), j =: l)...) Y(k, l), (4.7) 
Rj,j(K”*‘) :x Qi,r(k,l)+j(Xk”), i I,..., Y(k, I), j = l,..., n - y(k I), 
(4.8) 
where xi31 is the vector of the basic and x 2’ the vector of the independent 
variables, respectively, and B(.&) is the current basis. 
In order to obtain a numerically stable and convergent algorithm B(xkJ) must 
be a well-conditioned matrix. Therefore, the basic variables must be chosen so 
that the resulting basic matrix is invertible. Note that a suitable choice of the 
basic variables .zjj?’ always exists, provided that the constraint gradients are 
linearly independent, as in this case the first r(K, 1) rows in Q(x”J) are linearly 
independent and hence the matrix [B(xkJ) / R(xk*i)] has rank r(/z, 1). 
At most one of those constraints which are equal to zero in value and required 
to remain binding will be removed from the basis by deletion only at the begin- 
ning of the first step of each iteration. The decision to drop a constraint is based 
upon the current estimate of the Kuhn-Tucker multiplier. 
So, let u(a+J) be the current value of the Kuhn-Tucker multtplier given, 
according to (3.37), by 
‘p.1) -:r [B-y&‘)]= V,f(x”*‘), 
TB,f(xkJ) - [-.., J$!$,i- , .-a]‘, 
(4.9) 
j = I ,..., r(h, 1) 
, ” 
and let 
Ui(X”“) = mi;n Ui(Xk”), i=l ,...) Y(K, 1). (4.10) 
At this point we recall [I I] that if x is a local minimizer to the problem 
minf(x), f: !R+ BP, (4.11) 
x E .F = (x E R” 1 h(x) > 0, h: R” - R”“) (4.12) 
under the linear independence assumption, then there exists a multiplier 
p E CR” such that the following first-order necessary Kuhn-Tucker conditions 
hold at X: 
Vf(z) - vh(x)p = 0, (4.13) 
pJzj(&q = 0, i Z: ] ,U.‘, m, (4.14) 
p ;30. (4.15) 
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From (4.14) it follows that the multipliers associated with the nonactive con- 
straints at E must be zero. Let now f be the number of active constraints at Z, ii 
the associated with the active constraints Kuhn-Tucker multiplier, UE Iwi, w 
the set of the indices of the active constraints, w :--- (i/hi(a) = 0}, i E {l,..., m>, 
and v the set of the indices of the basic variables. Then setting pi = & , i E W, 
pi --0, iE{l,..., nz) - m, we obtain from (4.13) 
ii = [B-‘]r Vsf(x), V,f(y) = [a.-, %!$, *..]r, jE r (4.16) 
and 
V&Y) = VRf(%) - [B-lay Vfif(x) z 0, 4: IF!=’ -+ R’, (4.17) 
where [B / R] is the submatrix of V/r(%) which corresponds to the active con- 
straints at 3, B E U( W, W), iF E P( W-‘, W), and C$ the function obtained from 
f by an elimination of the f basic variables. 
As may be proved, 
The above argument suggests that if ~Jz8.l) < 0 for some i E {I,..., Y(K, I)}, 
then the constraint with index T,(K, 1) sould be dropped from the basis. 
When this is done one basic variable must be removed from the basis and be 
made into an independent variable. Assuming the existence of a numerically 
stable mechanism for the selection of the leaving variable with index Sf(K, I), 
the deletion is completed by interchanging SJ(K, 1) with S,+r)(k, I), Ti(k, 1) 
with T,u.,,(K, 1), and .$’ with xF;,‘,r, . Then we set r(k, 1) = r(K, 1) - 1 and 
recompute the quantities in (4.9). 
Assume now that r(k, 1) out of the m linear constraints are exactly satisfied at 
XkJ, K = 0, 1, 2 (...) 1 = 1, 2 )...) and let T(K, Z) and S(k, 1) be two permutation 
sets of the integers I,..., m and I,..., n, respectively. The rows of A whose 
indices are in the first r(k, 1) numbers in T(h, 1) correspond to the constraints 
which are exactly satisfied at x k.r. The variables whose indices are in the first 
r(k, 1) numbers in S(k, 1) are the basic variables at .@. Rearranging the compo- 
nents of the n x 1 vector xlsz and the elements of the m x (rz + 1) augmented 
matrix Q = [A / --b] in the order prescribed by the permutation sets S(K, I) and 
T(K, 1) we obtain 
and 
xlLl -.z 1 x~;~k,z) > j := 1 9...7 12 (4.19) 
!2iAx”‘“) x ATJk.Z).Sj(k.l) 7 
(4.20) 
Qi.7, .,WZ) .- --~ri(t,z) I i .--- 1 ,..., m, j -- I,..., n. 
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Then we set 
k.2 k.1 
X&j = xi > 
j=l ,*a., y(k 0, (4.21) 
xIcR:: = xrk;.z)+j , j = l,..., n - y(k, I), (4.22) 
&JXkJ) = Qi,j(X”J), i = I,..., r(k, Z), j = I,..., r(k, Z), (4.23) 
R,*j(x”*“) = Q&&j(XkJ), i=l ,..., r(k,Z), j=l,..., n-r(k,I), (4.24) 
where xf*” is the vector of the basic and xR liV1 the vector of the independent 
variables, respectively, and B(xkJ) is the current basis. 
Now note that the ~(k, I) active constraints at x~J, whose indices are in the 
first r(k, 1) numbers in T(k, I) and which are required to remain binding, are 
exactly satisfied along the curvilinear path 
where 
XkJ(t) =:: Xk.Z -I-. P(Xk.l) c(xkJ, t), (4.25) 
and 
qxk.z) __- [-+3?;;kkq ( 
c(xksz, t) = [e-to(z”“) - In-.r(e,l)] @-l(xk~z) VC#(X~*~), 
Vc$(x”J) = P(XkJ) vf(x7q, 
@(XkJ) = zyx”J) F(x”*Z) P(x”J). 
(4.26) 
(4.27) 
(4.28) 
(4.29) 
Therefore, (4.25) can be used to obtain the next point xLsz-+l for some suitable 
value tLsz of the step length parameter t. 
It is important to select the step length according to a rule ensuring that the 
sequence so generated is convergent. Each iteration must result in a descent in 
the function value and convergence can be established if this improvement is 
sufficient enough. Sufficient descent in the value of the objective function may 
be achieved by forcing xligz+l to satisfy the test 
(4.30) 
where o is a positive number, u E (0, g), 
Tk.Z = pP(k.1) y, (4.31) 
forsomeO<y< land/3E(O, l),p(k,Qisth e smallest nonnegative integer for 
which (4.30) is satisfied, and &z+l is the point obtained along (4.25) for 
tk.z = -ln(l - -yk.z). (4.32) 
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Clearly, this corresponds to the change of variable 
7 :-. 1 - e-t (4.33) 
mapping the interval [0, +co) into the interval [0, I]. 
Let now tf51’ be the step length for which the test (4.30) is satisfied, tivz the 
maximal value of t for which the points obtained along (4.25) for t E [0, @‘I 
remain within the feasible region, and 
p” :- min{ti”, t$‘}. (4.34) 
If tk*’ x ti”, then moving along the arc (4.25) we encounter the boundary 
of the feasible set 9 before the test (4.30) . is satisfied and therefore the number 
of active constraints must be increased. Let T,(K, I) be the index of the con- 
straint, the encountering of which caused cessation of motion along the arc. 
This constraint is incorporated into the basis by first setting r(h, 1) -- r(k, 1) -:- I 
and then interchanging T,(k, 1) with T,(,,,,(k, 1). In this case an independent 
variable must be made into a basic variable. Assuming the existence of a 
numerically stable selection mechanism that chooses the index ,Yj(/z, I) of 
the entering variable, this is done by interchanging Sj(k, E) with S,(,S.7,(k, 1). 
Finally, we set 
sP./?-l _ Xbc.7 qx”‘,7) c(xk.7, t’.‘,“) (4.35) 
and begin the (I +-- 1)th step of the kth iteration. 
sow if tk.7 = t’.’ 1 , we set 
xkil.l - _ xk.7 .T q&J) c(xl~‘I, t”‘,‘) 
and begin iteration k + I. 
(4.36) 
It is important for proving convergence of the algorithm that the sequence 
f(&‘) be monotonically decreasing. Therefore, when tksz = @’ andf(&‘l-i) >: 
f(.@*‘), we repeatedly scale the step length t”‘*’ by the factor /I until a descent 
is achieved in the function value along the curvilinear path (4.25). Then wc 
begin the (I + 1)th step of the kth iteration, without changing the list of the 
constraints which are required to remain at zero value. 
The following algorithm for the solution of the problem (4.1)-(4.2) may now 
be stated. A pseudo-ALGOL format is used. 
5. TIIE h,GORITIIM 
Step 1. Select a feasible point x0 E UP such that the level set L,, - 
{X E W If(x) <f(~o), Ax > bj is compact; set cr, y, and the damping paramctei 
/?; set x”.l : x0; set ~(0, 1) equal to the number of active constraints at x”,‘; 
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rearrange the indices I ,..., m of the m rows of A in the permutation set T(0, 1) 
so that the first ~(0, 1) numbers in T(0, 1) correspond to the constraints which 
are exactly satisfied at XOJ; rearrange the indices l,..., n of the n decision variables 
in the permutation set S(0, 1) so that the variables whose indices are in the 
first ~(0, I) numbers in S(0, 1) are the basic variables; set 
Q!i.P*‘) = ~Ti(O,l).Sj(“.l) P i-=1 ,..., m, j= I ,..., n, 
Qi.n+,(x”~‘) =- -bi(“.l) , i2 [ ,a**, m; 
set 
B,,j(x”J) = Qi,j(x”*l), i =:: I,..., Y(0, l), j =z I ,..., Y(0, l), 
Ri,j(*yo") z Qj,r(0,1)+j(""~')~ i=l ,..., ~(0, l), j = I,..., n - ~(0, I); 
compute the gradient of the objective function 
Vf(“&‘) := [ . . . . $Fi. ) . ..I , j  z ] ,..., n; 
set 
V,,J(,“*‘) :-- Vf(x”J), j = l,..., ~(0, I); 
compute the reduced gradient 
Lj(x”J) = P’(x”*‘) Vf(xOJ); 
if Vfj(x”*‘) = 0, stop; else set k = 0, 1 = 1; go to Step 2. 
Step 2. Procedure: “delete one active constraint from the basis.” Compute 
the current estimate of the Kuhn-Tucker multiplier associated with the active 
constraints at &I, 
find z+(&l) = min, q(&J), i =- I ,..., r(k, 1); ;f II~(.@) > 0, go to Step 3; 
else interchange T,(k, 1) with TT(,+r) (K, 1); determine the index SI(K, 1) of the 
leaving variable; interchange Sf(K, 1) with S,(,,,,(k, 1); interchange columnsj and 
r(k, 1) and rows i and T(K, 1) of Q(skJ); interchange componentsj and r(k, 1) of 
Vf(x”*r); set r(k, 1) == r(k, I) - 1; set 
B&“J) = Qj,j(xkJ), i = I,..., r(k, I), j = l,..., r(k, I), 
R,.j(x”*‘) z Qi,r(k.l)+j(-@ml), i = l,..., r(k, I), j = I ,..., n - r(k, 1); 
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compute 
Step 3. Procedure: “move along the arc.” 
Set ~5’ = x:;lk,t, ) .l . - I,..., - I n; compute the reduced gradient 
ygxk.f.) -; qXk.l) -qf(*k*‘); 
if D$(x~*~) = 0, stop; else compute the Hessian F(x”*“) of the objective function 
J’(XW) = [>xk’L) 
~XS,(P.l) ~x.sj,k,l, 
]  ,  ;,j ::1 I , . . . ,  n; 
compute the restricted Hessian 
find the eigenvalues hi(xk*l) and associated normalized kigenvectors w,(&Z), 
i-1 ,..., n - r(k, I) of @(xk*z); set the curvilinear search path for the independent 
variables 
find the solution tEyl to the following problem: 
maximize 
subject to 
t, t E [O, T a) 
where [qiT(xkBz) / - di(xkJ)] is the ith row of Q(.@,r), qi(&“) E lF@, di(xk.l) E RI; 
set p(k, I) = 0; 
set p(k, E) = p(k, I) I- 1 and go to (i); else set tf9’ 7. t”,‘; set t”,’ z mir@‘, t,fJv’>; 
set xkv2+l z xk*l f  P(x”*‘) c(xk.l, Cl); ; f  t”,’ -= ti,‘, go to Step 4; else go to 
Step 5. 
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Step 4. Procedure: “incorporate one constraint into the basis.” 
Iff(.@JL1) >f(x”J), go to Step 6; else determine the index T,(K, I) of the 
constraint, the encountering of which causes cessation of motion along the arc; 
set 7(/z, I) = r(K, 1) + 1; intwckange T,(R, I) with TT(k,l)(k, I); determine the 
index Sj(k, 1) of the entering variable; interchange S,(k, I) with &(,,,)(A, 1); 
interchange columnsj and r(K, I) an d rows 2  ^and r(K, 1) of Q(3cks1); set the resulting 
matrix equal to Q(&l-+I); set 7(/z, 1 -k I) .: 7(/q 1), T(K, 1 .j- 1) = T(K, I), 
S(k, 1 -.f I) = S(k, 2); set 
&.j(x-l) z Q&-I), i,jz 1 ,...I 7(& 1-t 1>, 
H,,dx"*"') = Qi.r(k.~+~)+j(x”“+‘), 
i- 1 ,..., r(k, I+ I), 
j -: I,..., n - r(k, / + 1); 
compute 
p(,w~l) = [??:3;~.~;2YTp; 
compute 
Vf(x k*lrJ) = [--., ~~~~~~~ , -*-Jr, j :-. I,..., n; 
set 1 =: 1 + I; go to Step 3. 
Step 5. Set Xk!-l.l _ xk.EI1; set r(k f  I, 1) == r(k, I), T(k + I, 1) = T(k, I), 
S(k $ I, I) = S(k, I), Q(xk+lJ) = Q(xkJ), B(xk+‘J) . . . . . B(x”J), +““J) = 
R(xk,z), P(x” +‘*‘) = P(x~*~); compute 
Tf(xkL1-') = [..., ~~~(~.(@::~ , a..]', j I ,..., n; 
set O,,jf(xJ~ il-1) = Of(,+J*J),j z 1 ,..., r(k+ 1, l);setk=k+ l;gotoStep2. 
Comment: This the last step of iteration k. 
Step 6. Set q(k, I) = 1, h1 = I - e&l; 
6) set ek.1 z @(k.071;.1, tk.l ~~ -ln(l _ 6k.l); 
(ii) set .&z+l = xk.2 + Q.&z) c(xk~, &‘); 
(iii) if .f(xe,l+l) >f(x”J), set q(k, I) = q(k, I) -1. 1 and go to (i); 
else set r(k, 1 + 1) = r(k, I), T(k, 1 + I) = T(k, l), S(k, 2 + 1) =: S(k, I), Q(xkJ+J) _ 
Q(x~*'), B(x~ z+l) = B(xk-z), R(x”*“+l) = H(xk-z), P(xk-l+‘) x P(xk.2); compute 
setl-l+-- I;gotoStep3. 
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6. CONVERGENCE PROPERTIES 
Let I(k) be the number of arcs used at iteration k and 
(6.1) 
Then the value d’(t) of x for any step t, 0 6.’ t -r’ tk, along the arcs of the kth 
iteration is given b! 
where q(k, t) is the largest integer from {I ,..., Z(k)} for which 
(6.3) 
Throughout this section we shall make the following 
Assumption Al (linear independence assumption). Let S! be a point satis- 
fying 
,-1x ‘.;.; b, A E eY’(lfP, FP), b E R” (6.4) 
and U,’ the set 
Li’ 7 {i / $rX =: b,.), i E {I ,..., m), (6.5) 
where ui7’, i =. l,..., m, is an n-dimensional row vector representing the ith row 
of A. Then the set of gradient vectors 
is linearly independent. 
(ail, 
Assumption 112. For a subsequence of (&r> converging to some accumula- 
tion point X 
lim inf max il XL(t) - x”(0)1, =- 0. (6.7) 
1.’ )oc o<kp 
Assumption A3. There exist two constants TV and 121 such that for any 
vector 2 g (WTI-T(.P) ! z zo, 
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where T(X) denotes the number of constraints which are exactly satisfied 
at x. 
The above assumption implies that the restriction of the Hessian of the 
objective function to, the feasible region defined by the active constraints is 
positive definite over the level set L, . 
A series of theorems will now establish the convergence properties of the 
algorithm stated above. Let us first call a point jc‘ desirable iff V&X) = 0. Then 
the following theorem may be proved. 
THEOREM 6.1. If f E G3 and Assumptions Al, A2, A3 hold, then either the 
sequence {x”,‘> constructed by our algorithm is finite and terminates at a desirable 
point, OY else it is infinite and every accumulation point of {xl;-‘} is desirable. 
Proof. Assuming that the sequence {x”J ,..., xkvl} is finite, we have V+(X”J) 
= 0 and, therefore, xlcJ is a desirable point. 
Suppose now that the sequence {x”J} is infinite and that for a subsequence of 
{x”J) converging to some accumulation point 3 
r&n, f 0, 6: ET- - [WI. (6.9) 
We recall that since {f (“*I)} is a monotonically decreasing sequence and, by 
Step 1 of the algorithm, the level set L, is compact, accumulation points do 
exist. 
Assuming that xksz is not a desirable point, we can expand f (xkJ(t)) in a 
Taylor series about xkqr, where xLsz(t) = zk*l -k P(xkez) c(xkaz, t). Then we 
obtain 
f(xkJ(t)) -f (x”.“) 
-= yf(xW) P($.‘) c(xkJ, t) -+ &qx”J, t) P=(x”J)F(xP*z) P(x”J) c(xkJ, t) 
-t WI w(x’~“)ll”) (6.10) 
and using (3.29) and (3.51) 
f (xJqt>) -f (x”J) 
= VTq5(Xk-“) C(Xk*‘, t) + &?(Xk*z, t) @(Xk:“) C(XBgz, t) f O(ll Vr$(Xk.z)1/3). 
(6.11) 
Suppose that the step length t is small enough. Then we have 
and therefore 
i+~**-” _N In-&J) - t@(X”“) (6.12) 
c(tiJ, t). N -tV+fxy. (6.13) 
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Introducing (6.13) into (6.11) we obtain 
f(x”J(t)) - f(x”J) 
= --t II V$b(xk*Z)ll” + (P/2) v=+(xkJ) @(XkJ) Vr$(Xk.Z) + O((l Vt$(Xq3), 
(6.14) 
from which 
f(xkJ(t)) - f(x”*‘) 
,< --t 1) V+(Xk*‘)i12 + (t2/2) \j @(&‘)!I2 . I] @(.&‘)I\ + O(][ V$(Xk*r)(i3) 
(6.15) 
since by A3, Q(x) is positive definite over level set L, . The step size tkJ mini- 
mizing the quadratic form in the right-hand side of (6.15) in given by 
tkaz = l/II @(x~*~)(! + O(ll Vfj(Xk*z)lj). (6.16) 
Substituting the above value of t into (6.15) we obtain 
f(*“,Z”) -f(&Z) < _ L .)I w+Z)li” 
1 2 -jpqp)l + O(ll wwz)l13)- (6.17) 
Therefore, for any u E (0, +), after at most a finite number of scalings by the 
factor fiE(O, 1) f rom the initial determination alar = y, y E (0, 11, the point 
zk*r+l obtained along the curvilinear path (4.25) for t = tksz, where 
satisfies the test (4.30). 
1k.Z = -1n ( ), 1 - 7k.l (6.18) 
Let now {SJ}, i E Y C (0, 1, 2 ,... }, d enote the subsequence of {xkJ} which 
converges to the nondesirable point f, z&l - 5. Then, for all i E Y there exists 
a P.z(i) E (0, ~1, positively bounded from below, of the form +z(i) = /3p(i*z(i))y, 
such that 
f(Xi’l.l) -f(xi,z’i’) < -aTi,zw . li(y!)K 
II qxi*zq 
(6.19) 
for some u E (0, Q, where Z(i) is the number of arcs used at iteration i, P(i, Z(i)) 
is the smallest nonnegative integer for which (6.19) is satisfied , and x*+lJ is 
the point obtained along the last arc ~~*~‘“‘(t) of iteration i, 
#.Z(i’(t) = xi.Z(i’ + p(,i.Z(i’) c(xi,Z(i’, t) (6.20) 
for t = ti.Zfi), 
ti.“i = -ln(l _ +.z(i’)* (6.21) 
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Note that according to (6.2) we have 
z(4) 
xi+l.l = xi.l + & p(~i.2) c(xi.Z, ti,Z). (6.22) 
Since the number of constraints is finite and inequality (6.19) is assumed to 
occur an infinite number of times, the partition of the decision variables 
into basic and independent variables, the order of the constraint indices in 
T(i, Z(i)), and the number r(i, l(i)) of the active constraints at xivzti) can be 
assumed to be the same for all i E Y. On the other hand, the selection of the 
basic variables by a numerically stable mechanism and Al assure that B(x~*~(~)) is 
always a well-conditioned matrix. Finally, the continuity of V’(X), along with 
the previous argument, implies the continuity of V#(x). 
Let J be the assumed constant value of r(i, I(i)). Then 
B(xi.ZCi)) + B, an f x f invertible matrix, (6.23) 
R(xi.Zli)) + R, an f X (n - i) matrix, (6.24) 
p(,i.ZCi)) + p, an II X (n - f) matrix, (6.25) 
u(xi.Z(i)) + q an f X 1 vector. (6.26) 
Now, (6.19), the continuity of V+(X), A2, and A3 imply that there exist an 
C(n) > 0 and a sufficiently large j E Y such that 
f(xi+Ll) -f(xiJ) < - & . Ti.Z(i) 11 VJ(Qi2, & [w+-‘+ Rl, (6.27) 
and 
11 xi.1 - $1 < qq (6.28) 
for all i > j, i E Y (4 is the function obtained fromf by an elimination of the J 
basic variables). Recognizing that 7 i.z(i) > T(X), and since z is not a desirable 
point, V&Z) # 0, we obtain from (6.27) 
f(xi+‘J) -f(x’J) < S(a) < 0, (6.29) 
where 
S(Z) = - &T(3) 11 V&f)11? (6.30) 
Hence, for any two consecutive points xiJ, xi+gJ of the subsequence, with 
i > j and i, (i + 4) E Y, we must have, since {f(x’J)}, i E Y is a monotonically 
decreasing sequence 
f(xi+al) -f(xi.l) = If(xi+q.l) -f(xi+el.l)] 
+ ~(xi+o-lsl) -f(xi+P-Zl)] + . . . + If(Xi+l.l) -f(xiJ)] 
<cf(xi+‘J) -f(xiJ) < 8(f) < 0. (6.31) 
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Now, {,f(.~‘~*)}, i E k, must converge, since f(x) is a continuous function. But 
this is contradicted by (6.31) which shows that {f(.@*i)j, i E Y, is not a Cauchy 
sequence. 
Therefore, z? must be a desirable point, V+(Y) :I=- 0, and the theorem is 
proved. 1 
In the following we prove that every accumulation point of the sequence 
{&r> satisfies the first-order Kuhn-Tucker oprimality conditions. 
THEOREM 6.2. If f E G3 and Al, A2, A3 hold, then every accumulation point of 
the sequence {x”*‘} satisfies the Kuhn-Tucker necessary conditions for optimaility. 
Proof. Let x be an accumulation point of the sequence {&} constructed by 
our algorithm. We recall that if (4.1)-(4.2) h as a local minimum at some point 2, 
then there exists a multiplier j E W” satisfying the following first-order Kuhn- 
Tucker conditions: 
Tf(X)- .‘q = 0, (6.32) 
(aiT% - hi) pi L--Z 0, i = I,..., m, (6.33) 
p > 0. (6.34) 
Let T and 9 denote the limit sets of the sequences (T(k, Z(k))) and {S(k, l(k))}, 
respectively, and define c as the set of the first F indices in s, where r is the 
assumed constant value of r(k, I(k)) for large k. Let also 
ii = [lF']v$f(X), u E w, Vsf(x) = [...,F, . ..I'. jE c, (6.35) 
where B is the limit matrix of the sequence of the r(k, l(k)) x r(k, Z(k)) basic 
matrices B(x~*~(‘;)), B E Y( RF, IF). 
As has been proved in the previous theorem, every accumulation point x of 
the sequence {9J} is a desirable point, in the sense that 
V&Z) =: 0, 4: w-‘+ R’, (6.36) 
where I$ is the function obtained from f by an elimination of the P basic variables, 
I$: w-’ -+ W. Hence, ff satisfies 
V,f(.q- [B"a]v~f(s) 7: 0, (6.37) 
where [B j W] is an f x n matrix obtained by rearranging the rows of A which 
correspond to the active constraints at 3 in the order prescribed by the permuta- 
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tion set T and whose columns are ordered by S. From (6.35) and (6.37) we now 
have 
and 
v&q -- ZPii = 0 (6.38) 
or 
v,“f (P) - i&T = 0 (6.39) 
Vf(X) - [- g -1 u = 0. 64’3) 
Let us set 
xi=iii, i=l,..., r, Xi = 0, i = F+ l,...,m. (6.41) 
Then from (6.40) we obtain 
Of (5) - 3-A = 0, (6.42) 
where 2 is the m x n matrix obtained by rearranging the rows and the columns 
of A in the order prescribed by the permutation sets T and s, respectively, 
A.$ = AT,.s~ 3 i = I,.. . , m, j = 1,. .., 71. (6.43) 
Therefore, (9, p) is a stationary point of the Lagrangian Z(x, p) =f(x) - 
[Ax - hlT p, where the multipliers p and x are related through the permutation 
set T as 
pr< = xi . (6.44) 
Next, we must show that the Kuhn-Tucker multiplier ii associated with the 
active constriants at x is nonnegative. We do this by considering at xkJ(C) and 
x*+ lark 1 l) the corresponding estimate of the Kuhn-Tucker multiplier associated 
with the active constraints u(x~J(*)) and u(x~~+~J(~+~)), respectively. As has been 
proved, the above quantities tend to the Kuhn-Tucker multiplier associated 
with the stationarity nature of the Lagrangian Z(x, u). Let now Dk and Dk+l be 
defined as the sets of the first r(K, Z(k)) and r(K + 1, Z(k + 1)) indices in T(k, Z(k)) 
and T(k + 1, Z(k + l)), respectively. Because there are only a finite number of 
constraints, we can assume that the indices in these sets are constant for large k, 
I.e., Dk, Dk+l + DA. 
Assume that 
Br = min C< < 0, ieDk, i (6.45) 
and that the constraint with index v  = T,(k, Z(k)) is dropped infinitely often 
from the list of those constraints which are required to remain active at xk+rJ. 
Since D” and D”+l contain the same sets of integers, this constraint will enter 
again the basis at some step between 1 and Z(k + 1) during the course of iteration 
409/7I12-14 
k+- I. Letj, 1 :Gj.< Z(K .-:- I), be the step when the vth constraint is picked 
up again. Following the notation in Step 3 of the algorithm, and using (6.2) we 
have 
q7Tby7~+l,jLl _ d. I -- 0 --. [ql=a’:+lJ - di] qi7‘ i p(p+l,l) 4~7i-tl.l, t”. 1.7), 
l--l 
(6.46) 
where qITxk+l*l - d, -0, since the vth constraint is exactly satisfied at XL: -1.1. 
Taking now the limit of (6.46) as k --+ 03, and using A2, we obtain 
V&x) Pq, := G”+) [-[B--Q’ j 1,J q, :7 0, (6.47) 
where &, B E A?( lRi, I&), is the limit of the basic matrices which do not involve 
the vth constraint and 4 the function obtained from f by an elimination of the 
corresponding r^ 1 r - 1 basic variables. For the matrix in (6.47) we have 
PT [-;-I = [-[---II;, T  : B ] , In-f] [-g] = 0. (6.48) 
On the other hand, as has been proved above, 
or 
Vf(‘(x) - [-g-1 ti = 0 (6.49) 
Vf (3) - [-;-I a =: utqi, ZiE w, (6.50) 
where ~3 is the Kuhn-Tucker multiplier which does not involve ti, . Multiplying 
(6.50) by V&f) PT, and using (6.47) and (6.48), we obtain 
VT&Z) $Tf(X) - VT&x) P [-g-l fi = VT&) PVf (x) 
= n,vT&) Pq, = 0 
(6.51) 
from which it follows that 
V&X) = 0. (6.52) 
Therefore, as in the first part of the proof of this theorem, (3, a), where zi is 
defined by 
5 = $(k, Z(k)), ii = [B-l]’ Vjgf (x), 
(6.53) 
is a stationary point of the Lagrangian function. The fact that the multiplier 
associated with the vth constraint is zero, since this constraint does not enter the 
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basis, means that the smallest multiplier associated with the active constraints at 3 
must be nonnegative, otherwise the assumption of linear independence would be 
violated. 
Hence, u > 0 and the proof is completed. a 
Let us now examine the behavior of our algorithm for k large enough. As 
has been proved in the previous theorem, if x is an accumulation point of the 
sequence {xk*l), then (Y, u), where u is given by (6.35), is a stationary point of 
the Lagrangian function and u > 0. Thcrcfore, for K > LV and -I’ sufficiently 
large, no constraint is removed from the basis at the beginning of the first step 
of each iteration. Following the same argument as in Theorem 6.1, the partition 
of the decision variables into basic and independent variables, the order of the 
constraint indices in T(k, Z(k)), and r(k, Z(h)) can be assumed to be the same for 
all k. The above argument implies that for k large enough, no constraint will bc 
incorporated into the basis during the course of each iteration of the algorithm 
and, therefore, motion in the space of the active constraints at .V will be the only 
motion. Hence, for large k, only one arc is used at each iteration, Cc., I(k) = 1. 
The above proves that for k 2 N and N sutliciently large, the partition into 
basic and independent variables, the order of the constraint indices in T(k, I), 
and r(k, 1) can bc assumed to be the same. 
Now let v denote the assumed constant value of r(h, I) and let Jf and A9 be 
the limit sets of the sequences { T(K, 1)) and {S(K, l)}, respectively, T(k, I) + T, 
S(k, 1) -+ S. Finally, let B denote the limit of the basic matrices H(x~,‘). Then, 
for k ;> :“V and N sufficiently large, we have 
,f(x”“) -f(x”) :<I --m-k ‘,Fjgy , 4: Rn-r.., [w’, (6.54) 
I! 
where 
@?-I _~ xk .) j@k, t”), (6.55) 
PT :. [-[B-‘R]T 1 JrrpF], (6.56) 
c(xk, q ~- [e-‘w“ - Inmi] G-(x”) V&x”), (6.57) 
and 
tk 7 -]n(l - 7”) (6.58) 
(in (6.54) xk and xk+l stand for xk*l and xk-l-l*l, respectively.) We recall that 71c 
is of the form 77L := /?(k’ y, where y E (0, I], /l E (0, l), and P(k) is the smallest 
nonnegative integer for which the test (6.54) is satisfied. 
Since, by A3, a(x) is positive definite over the level set L, , we can in (6.57) let 
t -+ + co and thus obtain the point 
xk 11 = .@ - pgT-y.q V&x”). (6.59) 
Clearly, this corresponds to the choice 7 k == 1, that is, y -.= 1 and P(k) ==: 0. 
In the following we prove that after a finite number of iterations the point 
(6.59) satisfies the test (6.54) and, therefore, no reduction of the step length is 
required. 
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THEOREM 6.3. If  f  E G3 and Al, A2, A3 hold, then there exists an intger N 
such that for all k > N we may take y  = 1, P(k) = 0. 
Proof. As has been proved, for ?z .QC N and A’ sufficiently large, we have 
Sic 1 _- $ (- pqx7i, t"' 
1, (6.60) 
where tk is chosen so that the test (6.54) is satisfied for r7; == 1 - e.-‘li. Let us now 
consider the expansion off (-y” ‘.‘) in a Taylor series about xL, where x7; +-I is the 
point obtained in letting t .--* -f- x in (6.57). WC have 
Therefore, for any 0 c- (0, .i), there exists an N large enough such that 
(6.61) 
Hence, the test (6.54) is satisfied for G = 1, i.e., for y .: I andp(k) :.= 0. 1 
The asymptotic convergence rate of our algorithm may now be established 
by means of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6.4. If  f  E G3 and Al, A2, A3 hold, then the asymptotic conaerxence 
rate of our atyorithm is at least quadratic. 
Proof. Let us introduce the error vector 
eL _ x7< _ *y (6.63) 
and let us partition it as 
(6.64) 
Since xz’li-+-’ and x are feasible, we have 
4x7L !-I  _ y) :.- 0 
or 
Be;!1 !. jqe;+l __ ” 
from which we obtain, since B is invertible, 
(6.65) 
(6.66) 
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By the previous theorem, for k large enough, we have 
,%!i+l .-. .yk _ j5&yx”) y/&q (6.68) 
and therefore 
1;+1 .YR = XRk - @. 1(x”:) -q(x”). (6.69) 
Xs may be proved [I 21, the convergence rate of the above process is of second 
order, i.e., 
/ (&,I1 ii O(l CR” ’“). (6.70) 
WC also have 
7:s 1 'I /- 
I/e -2 eB k+l j 
-1. ,/ &-I : (6.71) 
or, because of (6.67) and (6.70), 
Ij ekJ l II d O((l ek II”). (6.72) 
The above relation implies that 
(6.73) 
and the theorem is proved. 1 
7. COMPUTATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS AND RESULTS 
At the beginning of each step of the algorithm presented in this paper the 
inverse of the r(K, I) x r(k, 1) b asic matrix B(x”J) has to be computed. However, 
the fact that the list of the active constraints is changed by adding or deleting 
at most one constraint each time makes it possible to carry out the inversion 
recursively. 
Indeed, let us consider at +*l the m x (n + 1) matrix Q(x”*~) with elements 
Oi,j(x"'"> =' ATii(k.l).Si(7c.l) 9 
ch,n&k*z) =- 4bi(7.,l) , i-1 Ye.., m, j 7 I )..., n. 
(7.1) 
Then, one of the following will happen at the next point .xpm7 ; l: 
(a) The basis remains unchunged (r(k, I+ 1) = r(k, I)). 
(b) One constraint is incorporated into the basis (r(k, I + 1) == r(k, I) + 1). 
Then, by Step 4 of the algorithm, B(xkJ+l) is the [r(k, I) -+ I] x [r(k, 2) + I] 
matrix 
(7.2) 
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where ~(k, I) is an r(k, 1) x 1 column vector with components 
?‘;(s’iJ) = f&Jxy, i = I )...) Y(k, Z), 
zr(.+r) is an 1 i< r(k, I) row vector with components 
(7.3) 
.zj(,X”J) -= Qf*,i(xkJ), j  :L 1 ,...1 y(k, I), (7.4) 
and 
U(X”‘z) .--- Qi+j(bY”“‘)- (7.5) 
The bordering method for inverting matrices [9] may now be used to obtain 
~-l(xk&l) in terms of B-‘(x”.‘). 
(c) One constraint is deleted from the basis (r(K, 1 (- 1) := r(h, I) -- I). 
This is the case when ~~~*~--l = ~‘~-t-‘*i and the corresponding estimate of the 
Kuhn-Tucker multiplier is nonnegative. Let D(&“*l+-i) denote the matrix 
obtained from B(&r) by interchanging columns j and r(k, 1) and rows z” and 
r(k, Z), respectively, according to Step 2 of the algorithm. Then, 
(7.6) 
where y(&r 1.l) is an [r(k, 1) - I] x 1 column vector with components 
Yt(xk~z+l) -7 chk.z).f(“k’z), 
,...) Y(K,Z)- 1, if;!, 
(7.7) 
Yi(X k.W) _- Q&“.z), i=l 
zT(,k,.wl) is an 1 x [r(R, Z) - 1] row vector with components 
Zf(XkJ ‘1) =-x Qf,7(k,J)(x”J), 
(7.8) 
z~(x~*~‘.~) = ~l,i(~r~~z), j = l,..., r(h, I) - 1, j + j, 
and 
cLI(xkJ+l) _- QfJ(Xk’Z). (7.9) 
Now, the inverse of D(&‘-1-i) can be easily expressed in terms of the inverse of 
B(x”nz). Indeed, D(&r+l) may be obtained from B(xk*r) through the transforma- 
tion 
D(xk*z”) = Et,r(k,l)B(xk’z) ‘?&(k,l) Y  (7.10) 
where E,,j is the identity matrix with columns i and j interchanged. Therefore 
WXk*z+l ) = Ejhc.~F*(~~(~) Eh.z) (7.11) 
and, since E;f = Ei,j , 
II -+ckJ+l) - EJ,pGk,ll B-l(xk*‘) %(k,lt - (7.12) 
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Using the bordering method for inverting matrices, (7.6) yields 
I--- 
( ~-l(xk.z+l)y(Xk*z+l) 
~-l(xkJl-l) ?- 
x ZT(Xk.ztl)~-l(Xk.ztl) 
&k.Zi-1) 
- - -y--""ip-l(3c'i,Gi)- - -- - - -I- - -- - 
--- 
c-(x ) 
k, 14.1 
where 
,C(Xk.Zt-l) = u(xk.l+l) _ zT(Xk.Ztl)~-l(xk.Z+l) y(xk,Zll)~ (7.14) 
Let us now partition D-l(&r+l) as 
(7.15) 
where the elements of the partitioned matrix are determined from (7.12). Com- 
bining (7.13) and (7.15) we finally obtain 
(7.16) 
The above argument proves that B(xOJ) is the only matrix whose inverse has 
to be directly computed. 
The algorithm developed through the previous sections has been coded and 
executed on a number of test problems. The numerical results indicate that the 
new algorithm is very stable and rapidly minimizes general functions subject 
to linear inequality constraints. At each step of the algorithm the gradient V~(X) 
and the Hessian H(X) of the objective function f(x) are computed, and the 
eigenvalue problem of @ = Pr(x)F(x) P( x is solved using the QR algorithm ) 
[14]. Whenever hi(x) < 0 for some i~{l,..., tl - Y(X)}, where Y(X) denotes the 
number of active constraints at X, we set hi(x) = 1 hi(x)] , thus forcing the 
restricted Hessian @(x) to be positive definite and allowing for t -+ +co. 
Since the gradient vector requires n and the Hessian matrix n(n -I- 1)/2 compu- 
tations, the total number of computations for each test problem is given by 
N = f Iv, + [n + +; l) ] s, 
14 
where Nz is the number of evaluations off(x) at the Zth step and S the total 
number of steps. 
In this section computational results are given for two test problems. We 
suppose that the solution to each problem is found when x is correct to five 
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significant decimal digits and the constraints are satisfied to a tolerance of IO--“. 
The first test problem is the linearly constrained problem 1 in Colvilles study 
[7]. It has 5 variables and 1.5 constraints of which 4 are active at the solution. 
Our algorithm identifies these constraints at an early stage and convcrgcs to the 
solution in only four iterations, requiring a total of six function and four gradient 
and Hessian evaluations. The second test problem is the Chemical Equilibrium 
problem given in [6]. It has 10 variables, 3 equality constraints, and 10 lower 
bounds. The optimal value of the objective function is -47.760397 and 15 
iterations were needed to reach this optimum. 
We have presented an algorithm that minimizes a nonlinear function subject 
to linear inequality constraints and has the following properties: 
1. It generates a monotonically improving sequence of approximate mini- 
mizers according to the recurrence formula 
&,l+l =&Z + qx7CJ) c(xli*l, q, h = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 1 .ZZ l,..., I(k), (8.1) 
where I’(&‘) c(&~, t) is an approximation to the continuous steepest descent 
curve for the objective function on the feasible region defined by the constraints 
which are required to remain binding. 
2. It converges to a point satisfying the Kuhn-‘l’ucker optimality conditions 
at a rate that is on nearly every step at least quadratic. 
3. For small step lengths it behaves as the generalized reduced gradient 
method whereas for large enough step lengths the constrained equivalent of 
Newton’s method for unconstrained minimization is obtained. 
4. It directly associates the eigensystem of the restricted Hessian with the 
problem of minimizingf(x) over X- = {X E 08” j Ax > 6). 
5. It does not require that the restriction of the Hessian of the objective 
function to the feasible region be positive definite and, therefore, does not 
fail where Newton’s or a variable metric-like method fails. 
6. It carries out the inversion of the basic matrices recursively and, therefore, 
no matric inversion is required. 
7. It does not require that a minimum of the objective function be found 
along each curvilinear search path. 
8. It is extremely stable and, as the numerical results indicate, rapidly 
minimizes general functions. 
Research is now concentrated on approximating the eigensystem of the 
restricted Hessian using only first-order information. Results on this approach 
will appear in a future paper. 
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